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Key activities and decisions taken: 
 

 US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin 
reaffirmed Washington's commitment 
to NATO—including an “ironclad” 
commitment to Article V—and 
reassured allies they will be consulted 
on important decisions (in an attempt to 
turn the page on four years of withering 
criticism from former president Trump). 

 The critical issue of the withdrawal of US 
forces from Afghanistan, scheduled for 
completion in early May, was discussed 
but a decision was deferred until the 
Biden administration completes its own 
review of the situation.  

 Ministers agreed to expand the training 
mission in Iraq from 500 to around 4,000 
personnel. 

 As part of the NATO 2030 initiative the 
Secretary General presented a set of 
proposals for consideration at a summit 
later in 2021 (the exact date is not yet 
decided). These proposals included:  

- increasing funding for “core 
deterrence and defence activities”, 
including improving ‘burden-

sharing’ by jointly fund more of 
NATO’s work;  

- more measurable national 
resilience targets and an annual 
review of vulnerabilities in alliance 
critical infrastructure and 
technologies;  

- a NATO defence innovation 
initiative to preserve NATO’s 
technological edge;  

- increasing political coordination 
between allies and cooperation 
with “like-minded” partners, 
especially in response to China and 
Russia;  

- strengthening training and capacity 
building for partners;  

- adapting to climate change, 
including reducing emissions in the 
military sector; and  

- drawing all of this together in a new 
Strategic Concept.  

 It was announced that 2021 will be the 
seventh consecutive year of increased 
military spending in NATO. Since 2014, 
European member states and Canada 
have contributed a cumulative extra 
$190 billion. 
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Summary of the Ministerial 
Meeting 
 

The NATO Foreign Ministers held a virtual two-
day meeting to discuss four main issues:  

• The NATO 2030 initiative and the continued 
adaptation of the alliance; 

• Progress towards fairer burden-sharing;  

• Shared security issues with NATO partners 
Finland, Sweden and the EU Union High 
Representative; and 

• NATO’s training missions in Afghanistan and 
Iraq. 

 

A pre-ministerial press conference was held by 
the Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg on 15 
February. The first day of the ministerial 
meeting (17 February) began with a closed 
meeting of the North Atlantic Council (NAC) via 
a teleconference at which the NATO 2030 
initiative was discussed. This was followed by 
an “informal” closed meeting of the NAC via a 
teleconference that included the defence 
ministers of Finland and Sweden, as well as the 
High Representative of the European Union for 
Foreign Affairs and Security Policy / Vice-
President of the European Commission. The 
day ended with an online press conference by 
the NATO Secretary General. 
 

The second day of the ministerial involved 
another closed NAC meeting in Defence 
Ministers format to discuss the training 
missions in Afghanistan and Iraq. After the NAC 
meeting there was a final press conference by 
the NATO Secretary General.  
 

 

For details on the October 2020 defence 
ministers meeting read: NATO Watch Briefing 
Paper No.79, 26 October 2020 
 

For details on the December 2020 foreign 
ministers meeting read: NATO Watch Briefing 
Paper No.80, 16 December 2020 
 

 

The following more detailed analysis of key 
aspects of the ministerial meeting draws on a 
combination of the above links, wider press 
reporting of the ministerial meeting and NATO  
Watch insights in attempt to fill the 
information gaps.  

Post-Trump: The iron fist back 
inside a velvet glove 
 

US Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin attending 
his first NATO ministerial carried a message 
seeking a “revitalized” relationship between 
the United States and its European allies—but 
will not back down on pushing for greater 
military spending or in involving NATO allies in 
a strategic competition with China and Russia.  
 

In an opinion piece carried in The Washington 
Post on the eve of the meeting he stated “We 
must consult together, decide together and act 
together”, before reiterating that “the United 
States was going to lead again”. And the 
direction of travel under US leadership? 
Countering the “aggressive and coercive 
behaviours from emboldened strategic 
competitors such as China and Russia reinforce 
our belief in collective security”. 
 

These points were reinforced by President 
Biden during an address at the Munich Security 
Conference on 19 February. He reaffirmed full 
US commitment to NATO and warned that 
“democratic progress is under assault” in the 
United States. He also called for multilateral 
cooperation on countering China. “We have to 
push back against the Chinese government’s 
economic abuses and coercion that undercut 
the foundations of the international economic 
system,” Biden said. “Everyone must play by 
the same rules”. 

 

The NATO 2030 initiative  
 

Ministers were briefed by the NATO Secretary 
General on “a number of ambitious proposals” 
he put forward in preparation for a NATO 
summit later in the year. These proposals, 
which were only briefly elaborated during a 
press conference, clearly build on the 
proposals of an expert group appointed by the 
Secretary General, as part of his NATO 2030 
initiative. Through this initiative the Secretary 
General is seeking to bolster NATO’s political 
cohesion and ability to face new security 
challenges. NATO leaders agreed at their 
December 2019 summit in London that the 
Secretary General should head up a "reflection  

https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_181427.htm
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_181560.htm
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_181561.htm?selectedLocale=en
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2020-10/briefing_79_nato_defence_ministers_meeting.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2020-10/briefing_79_nato_defence_ministers_meeting.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2020-12/briefing_80_nato_foreign_ministers_meeting.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2020-12/briefing_80_nato_foreign_ministers_meeting.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/global-opinions/lloyd-austin-nato-biden-administration/2021/02/16/813113d6-7083-11eb-b8a9-b9467510f0fe_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/02/19/joe-biden-live-updates/
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/176155.htm
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process" aimed at strengthening the alliance’s 
political dimension.  
 

Stoltenberg named a panel of 10 experts on 31 
March 2020, and their resulting report, NATO 
2030: United for a New Era, was published in 
December 2020 and discussed by the NATO 
foreign ministers the same month (see NATO 
Watch Briefing Paper No.80). Ultimately, this 
process is expected to lead to the elaboration 
of a new Strategic Concept, as recommended 
in the expert group report and in the Secretary 
General’s latest proposals. 
 
 

A critique of the NATO expert group report 
 

The co-chair of the NATO expert group report, 
Wess Mitchell, described its main message as 
being that “NATO has to adapt itself for an era 
of strategic rivalry with Russia and China, for 
the return of a geopolitical competition that 
has a military dimension but also a political 
one’’. Concerned that this approach will help 
entrench a systemic three bloc rivalry between 
China, Russia and NATO-EU-US, with all the 
attendant risks – from nuclear war to 
weakening cooperation when addressing the 
existential threat of climate change and future 
pandemics, NATO Watch asked a group of 10 
peace researchers to assess the NATO expert 
group report. Their analysis was published on 
the eve of the NATO ministerial meeting:  
Peace research perspectives on NATO 2030: A 
response to the official NATO Reflection 
Group.  
 

This report argues, among other things that: 
the NATO expert group’s analysis of past 
events and future trends, especially in relation 
to Russia, arms control and violations of 
international law, are riddled with biases and 
omissions. Among the alternative proposals 
are strengthening dialogue and the search for 
common ground with China and Russia, de-
collectivizing the nuclear sharing policy in 
NATO and withdrawing all remaining US 
tactical nuclear weapons from Europe. 
 

 

The extent to which the NATO Secretary 
General’s proposals garnered support and/or 
dissenting voices during the ministerial 
meeting is not known. During his press  

conference he outlined the key points as 
follows: 
 

1. To increase NATO’s funding for core 
deterrence and defence activities to 
support allied deployments in battlegroups 
in the eastern part of the alliance, air 
policing, maritime deployments and 
exercises. “Spending more together would 
demonstrate the strength of our 
commitment to Article 5, our promise to 
defend each other, and it would contribute 
to fairer burden-sharing”. In the Q&A the 
Secretary General elaborated that this 
would entail a change to NATO’s ‘costs lie 
where they fall’ principle: 

“One of the proposals is to strengthen 
deterrence and defence, by making sure 
that we incentivise Allies to provide more 
capabilities for deterrence and defence 
activities at, or in, NATO territory. Because 
today, when we have, for instance, 
deterrence and defence activities – like the 
battlegroups in the Baltic region or the 
Enhanced or the Forward Presence in the 
Black Sea region, air policing, maritime 
operations, standing naval forces – all 
these capabilities are provided by Allies 
and those Allies that provide those 
capabilities also cover all the cost. My 
proposal is that NATO should cover some 
of those costs, because that will 
demonstrate stronger commitment to our 
collective defence, to Article 5, to 
deterrence and defence. It will incentivise 
Allies to provide more capabilities, for air 
policing, battlegroups, standing naval 
forces, and it will mean fairer burden-
sharing. So, I think this is a better way to 
spend money and it’s a way to invest 
together”. 

2. To adopt clearer and more measurable 
national resilience targets to ensure a 
minimum standard of shared resilience 
among allies, and an annual review of 
vulnerabilities in alliance critical 
infrastructure and technologies, including 
those stemming from foreign ownership 
and influence. This appears to mirror work 
being done at the Pentagon and US State 
Department over recent years to protect 
critical industries from Chinese investment. 

https://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/2020/12/pdf/201201-Reflection-Group-Final-Report-Uni.pdf
https://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/2020/12/pdf/201201-Reflection-Group-Final-Report-Uni.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2020-12/briefing_80_nato_foreign_ministers_meeting.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2020-12/briefing_80_nato_foreign_ministers_meeting.pdf
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/official_texts_68580.htm
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/30/world/europe/nato-2030-russia-china.html
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/peace_research_perspectives_on_nato_2030.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/peace_research_perspectives_on_nato_2030.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/peace_research_perspectives_on_nato_2030.pdf
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_181560.htm
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_181560.htm
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_181560.htm
https://breakingdefense.com/2021/02/china-supply-chain-backdoor-money-huge-priority-for-biden-pentagon/
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3. To preserve NATO’s technological edge, 
adopt a NATO defence innovation initiative 
to promote interoperability and boost 
transatlantic cooperation on defence 
innovation. The call for a new transatlantic 
technology effort is not new. Other 
initiatives, such as Smart Defence and the 
Connected Forces Initiative, have come and 
gone without achieving very much. The 
focus here is intended to be on so-called 
disruptive technologies, such as artificial 
intelligence, quantum computing, 
autonomous systems, facial recognition, all 
of which are expected to fundamentally 
reshape the nature of warfare. In the Q&A 
the Secretary General elaborated that 
NATO could make a difference in three 
ways: through pooled investment; ensuring 
interoperability; and by providing a 
platform “to address some very serious and 
difficult ethical 
questions, which are 
raised by the use of 
these technologies 
in military 
capabilities”.  

4. To increase political 
coordination 
between allies, with 
more consultations 
on more issues, 
including economic 
matters related to security. The Secretary 
General elaborated during the Q&A that 
this would not only mean the regular 
convening of ministers of defence, ministers 
of foreign affairs and heads of state and 
government, “but also include, for instance, 
national security advisors, ministers for 
interior, to broaden the NATO agenda, to 
strengthen the consultations within this 
alliance”. 

5. To take a more global approach to deal 
with global challenges, because “China and 
Russia are at the forefront of an 
authoritarian pushback against rules-based 
international order”. This will entail NATO 
enhancing political dialogue and practical 
cooperation with like-minded partners “to 
promote our values and protect our 
interests”. 

6. To strengthen training and capacity 
building for partner countries “in our 
neighbourhood, because prevention is 
better than intervention”. 

7. To address the security implications of 
climate change, with NATO setting “the 
gold standard on reducing emissions from 
the military sector”, contributing to the goal 
of net zero carbon emissions and 
conducting an annual assessment of how 
climate change might impact on NATO 
troops and deployments. 

8. To update NATO’s Strategic Concept “to 
jointly address the changing strategic 
environment, to recommit to our values 
and to reinforce the transatlantic bond”. In 
the Q&A, the Secretary General elaborated 
further on this rational to include the “rise 
of China”, the fundamental changes within 
Russia (which was referred to as a strategic 

partner in 2010) to the 
“serious crisis 
multiplier” of climate 
change. 

 
Press conference by the 
NATO Secretary General 
after the meetings of the 
Ministers of Defence, 17 
February 2021. Photo 
credit: NATO 

 
The Secretary General also stressed that this 
would be “the start of our discussion on NATO 
2030”. 
 

A few days later the NATO Secretary General 
reiterated many of these points during a 
presentation to the online Munich Security 
Conference. He again set out how the growing 
power of China is reshaping NATO’s priorities: 
“China and Russia are trying to re-write the 
rules of the road to benefit their own 
interests”, he said, adding “The rise of China is 
a defining issue for the transatlantic 
community, with potential consequences for 
our security, our prosperity and our way of life. 
This is why NATO should deepen our 
relationships with close partners, like Australia 
and Japan, and forge new ones around the 
world”. 

https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_181696.htm
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NATO Watch comment: The emerging 
transatlantic threat perception of China as set 
out in the expert group report, in a classified 
report discussed by NATO Foreign Ministers in 
December 2020 and in the NATO Secretary 
General’s proposals outlined at this NATO 
Defence Ministers meeting need to be widely 
debated within member states. To this end, the 
classified report should be declassified and 
subjected to public and parliamentary scrutiny. 
After all, openness and transparency are meant 
to be integral features of the shared values 
within the alliance. Without proper scrutiny 
NATO member states risk being drawn into a 
great power competition without having 
reflected on the motivations, advantages and 
shortcomings of such a strategy. 
 

While China may or may not “share our values” 
it is not alone in abusing UN-defined universal 
rights, including democratic rights. In recent 
years there has been a marked growth in 
authoritarianism and autocracy is now the 
world’s leading form of governance. Several 
NATO member states are part of this “third 
wave of autocratization”, including Hungary, 
Poland, Turkey and the United States. The 
fundamental challenges posed by autocracies, 
including China, are multi-dimensional—
technological, ideological, commercial and 
anti-democratic—and need to be approached 
through a more nuanced policy of dialogue and 
cooperation. (See, for example, proposals by 
Barnett Rubin for US-China cooperation in 
securing Afghanistan’s future and by John 
Gittings in Peace research perspectives on 
NATO 2030: A response to the official NATO 
Reflection Group. 
 

 

Progress towards ‘fairer-
burden sharing’? 
 

In his pre-ministerial press conference the 
NATO Secretary General claimed that 
“Everything we do is underpinned by fairer 
burden-sharing across the alliance”. The 
Defence Ministers reviewed progress on this 
issue and NATO news releases highlighted that 
2021 will be the seventh consecutive year of 
increased defence spending, and that since  

2014, European allies and Canada have 
contributed a cumulative extra $190 billion. 
Nine NATO member states (out of 30) are 
expected to spend 2% of GDP on defence, 
while 24 are expected to spend at least 20% of 
investment in military equipment. 
 

The NATO Secretary General stressed that 
“adapting to the future requires sustained 
investment in our defence”. As noted above, 
he also wants to change who pays for key 
missions. One way to achieve that will be to 
increase NATO’s relatively small common 
budget— much of it is currently taken up in 
administrative and infrastructure costs, like 
running the Brussels headquarters — and use 
those funds to support missions, such as air 
policing in the Baltics or multinational battle 
group deployments along NATO’s eastern 
flank. Currently, the nation that deploys troops 
on such missions pays the bill. Countries like 
Canada, that do not meet the 2% spending 
commitment but participate in several NATO 
missions, would likely benefit from such a 
change in the funding arrangements.  
 

This burden-sharing debate is designed to 
appease Washington. President Biden is 
expected to be just as demanding about 
military spending as his predecessor. The tone 
may have changed, but not the substance of a 
complaint that has been made by US 
presidents for well over a decade. However, 
there are two fundamental flaws in this ‘fairer-
burden’ sharing discussion.  
 

First, justifying greater military spending when 
government budgets have already been 
ravaged by restrictions imposed to limit the 
spread of the Covid-19 pandemic is going to be 
a hard sell, especially as the burden may well 
fall on those least able to carry it (i.e, the 
evidence suggests that high military spending 
exacerbates existing inequalities within 
societies). Second, and the ongoing elephant in 
the room, while most European member states 
probably do not need to spend more, the 
United States certainly needs to spend less on 
the military. A cut of 10% in the pandemic of 
Pentagon spending, for example, would 
release more than $70 billion for other more 
pressing needs.  

https://www.v-dem.net/media/filer_public/de/39/de39af54-0bc5-4421-89ae-fb20dcc53dba/democracy_report.pdf
https://www.v-dem.net/media/filer_public/de/39/de39af54-0bc5-4421-89ae-fb20dcc53dba/democracy_report.pdf
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-states/2020-12-09/there-only-one-way-out-afghanistan
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/peace_research_perspectives_on_nato_2030.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/peace_research_perspectives_on_nato_2030.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/peace_research_perspectives_on_nato_2030.pdf
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/opinions_181427.htm
https://www.nsnews.com/national-news/canada-set-to-benefit-as-nato-considers-compensation-for-military-deployments-3429330
https://tomdispatch.com/stephanie-savell-how-america-s-wars-fund-inequality-at-home/
https://tomdispatch.com/shrinking-the-pentagon/
https://tomdispatch.com/shrinking-the-pentagon/
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Conversations with Finland, 
Sweden and the EU 
 

There is very little public information on what 
was discussed during the “informal” closed 
meeting of the NAC with the defence ministers 
of Finland and Sweden, as well as the High 
Representative of the European Union for 
Foreign Affairs and Security Policy / Vice-
President of the European Commission. In a 
statement, the Swedish Defence Ministry 
noted that the main theme of the session was 
“transatlantic security and how NATO, in 
collaboration with the EU, can respond to 
common security challenges”. The Swedish 
Defence Minister, Peter Hultqvist also 
presented the main features of the Swedish 
Defence Bill (see discussion in box). 
 

The US Defense Secretary in his post-meeting 
remarks noted, “We were joined in some of 
those conversations by representatives from 
some of our most capable partners, including 
Finland and Sweden and the European Union, 
and we appreciated their unique perspectives, 
especially about China”. The extent to which 
these ‘unique perspectives’ differed from 
those of the NATO member states is unclear. 
 

In recent years, NATO and the EU have enjoyed 
close working relations and have sought ways 
to bring more coherence in their respective 
defence capability development priorities. A 
new Brussels Joint Declaration was agreed in 
2018 and a core current debate centres on 
whether the EU should develop ‘strategic 
autonomy’, and if so, whether this should be 
carried out independently of NATO or as a 
European pillar within the alliance. 
 

During his remarks to the Munich Security 
Conference, the NATO Secretary General 
suggested that this cooperation had been lifted 
to “unprecedented levels” in recent years, 
through joint efforts on cyber, 
counterterrorism, exercises, maritime security 
and other areas. He also suggested that 
“neither NATO nor the EU has all the tools we 
need to address the consequences of the rise 
of China, we need to work together. Resilience, 
technology, also areas where there is obvious  

need for more cooperation between EU and 
NATO”. 
 
 
 
 

Will Sweden join NATO? 
 

NATO and Sweden actively cooperate in peace 
and security operations, and the country has 
been a major contributor to NATO-led 
operations and missions in the Balkans and 
Afghanistan. Sweden joined NATO’s 
Partnership for Peace in 1994 and became a 
member of the Euro-Atlantic Partnership 
Council in 1997. Sweden is one of five countries 
that has enhanced opportunities for dialogue 
and cooperation with NATO. 
 

Sweden has embarked on its largest military 
build-up for decades. A perceived threat from 
Russia prompted a bill to raise defence 
spending by 40% over the next four years to 
£7.2 billion, or about 1.5% of GDP. In recent 
years, Sweden has accused Russia of violating 
its airspace and waters several times. Swedish 
troop numbers will rise from 60,000 to 90,000 
over the four-year period. In addition, the 
country’s long-held principle of non-alignment 
is also coming into question after a majority in 
the Swedish parliament backed the option to 
join NATO. This emerged for the first time after 
the far-right Sweden Democrats party shifted 
position on the military alliance. 
 

Swedes appear to remain divided about joining 
NATO, however. According to an opinion poll 
conducted in December 2020 and published in 
January, 33% of the respondents were in 
favour of applying for NATO membership, 
while 35% of those surveyed opposed it, and 
about the same amount remained undecided. 
By comparison, 50% were against applying for 
NATO membership just five years ago, 
suggesting that resistance to membership has 
steadily decreased. These divisions also play 
out between the more hawkish Defence 
Minister Peter Hultqvist and the Foreign 
Minister Ann Linde, the latter being critical of 
the NATO option. 
 
 

https://www.government.se/articles/2021/02/minister-for-defence-peter-hultqvist-took-part-in-nato-meeting/
https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Transcripts/Transcript/Article/2509623/secretary-of-defense-briefs-reporters-on-nato-defense-ministerial-and-ongoing-d/source/GovDelivery/
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/36096/nato_eu_final_eng.pdf
https://thehill.com/opinion/international/530651-russia-prompts-sweden-to-revive-its-defense
https://thehill.com/opinion/international/530651-russia-prompts-sweden-to-revive-its-defense
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/oct/15/sweden-to-increase-military-spending-by-40-as-tension-with-russia-grows
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/oct/15/sweden-to-increase-military-spending-by-40-as-tension-with-russia-grows
https://euobserver.com/foreign/150363
https://euobserver.com/foreign/150363
https://www.euractiv.com/section/politics/short_news/swedes-increasingly-in-favour-of-joining-nato/
https://www.csmonitor.com/World/Europe/2021/0104/In-Sweden-hawkish-defense-and-feminist-diplomacy-make-odd-bedfellows
https://www.csmonitor.com/World/Europe/2021/0104/In-Sweden-hawkish-defense-and-feminist-diplomacy-make-odd-bedfellows
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The NATO Mission in 
Afghanistan 
 

The NATO Defence Ministers reaffirmed their 
commitment to the Resolute Support Mission 
(RSM), which was launched shortly after the 
completion of the International Security 
Assistance Force (ISAF) in 2014 and was 
designed to provide follow-on noncombat 
support to train, advise and assist Afghan 
security forces and government institutions to 
take on primary responsibility for the country’s 
national security.  
 

At the end of 2020 President Trump decided to 
reduce US troop numbers from 4,500 to 2,500 
as part of the February 2020 US-Taliban 
agreement (reached without the involvement 
of other NATO allies or the Afghan 
government) that all foreign troops should 
leave Afghanistan by 1 May 2021 if security 
conditions on the ground permit. That 
agreement eventually led to the start of intra-
Afghan talks in Doha in September 2020. 
However, those talks have stalled and attacks 
by the Taliban and other extremist groups have 
continued to take place.  
 

NATO currently has around 10,000 troops in 
Afghanistan from multiple member states and 
partner nations, including the United States. 
The alliance relies heavily on the US armed 
forces for air support, transport, intelligence 
and logistics.  
 

It had been expected that the Defence 
Ministers would review the current state of 
play and reach a decision on whether to stay in 
Afghanistan and risk continued fighting and an 
even longer-term engagement, or leave and 
risk that the country becomes once again (in 
the words of the NATO Secretary General) “a 
safe haven for international terrorists”.  
 
 

The case for withdrawal and ending the 
US/NATO involvement in Afghanistan is made 
forcefully here. For an assessment of what has 
improved over the 20 years, as well as what is 
still going wrong, and the case for maintaining 
a credible NATO force, read this.  
 

However, the Biden administration is 
conducting “a rigorous interagency review of 
the situation” and so a decision on the future 
of the NATO mission was postponed pending 
the outcome of that review. Earlier in February, 
a ‘bipartisan’ Afghanistan Study Group 
established by Congress (but dominated by 
people with close financial ties to the US 
military industrial base) recommended that 
President Biden extend the 1 May deadline for 
withdrawing troops from the United States’ 
longest war.  
 

In his press conference, the NATO Secretary 
General repeated several tropes of recent 
times: that NATO’s presence in Afghanistan is 
“conditions-based”, that allies will “continue to 
closely consult and coordinate in the coming 
weeks” and that the “peace process is the best 
chance to end years of suffering and violence, 
and bring lasting peace”. 
 

Of course, the final decision will not be made 
by allies “together”: it will be a US decision. The 
NATO allies did not go into Afghanistan 
together – it was originally a US-led 
intervention and the United States has dictated 
the pace and scope of all subsequent 
operations in Afghanistan. And clearly, it will be 
the United States that will decide if the mission 
in Afghanistan will continue beyond the 1 May.    

 

The NATO Mission in Iraq 
 

The Defence Ministers agreed to scale up the 
NATO noncombat training and advisory 
mission in Iraq with thousands of new 
personnel. The NATO Secretary General 
confirmed that “the size of our mission will 
increase from 500 personnel to around 4,000. 
And training activities will now include more 
Iraqi security institutions, and areas beyond 
Baghdad”. The NATO presence is “conditions-
based, and increases in troop numbers will be 
incremental”. The mission is at the request of 
the Iraqi government and is being carried out 
“with full respect for Iraq’s sovereignty and 
territorial integrity”. 
 

In the Q&A session the NATO Secretary General 
gave the rationale for expanding the training 
mission  as   “prevention   is  better   than  

https://rs.nato.int/rsm
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_113694.htm
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-afghanistan-taliban/afghan-officials-primed-for-talks-with-taliban-after-deal-on-prisoners-sources-idUSKBN25U0LJ
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-afghanistan-taliban/afghan-officials-primed-for-talks-with-taliban-after-deal-on-prisoners-sources-idUSKBN25U0LJ
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/11/03/world/asia/Kabul-University-attack-victims.html
https://quincyinst.org/2020/11/17/trump-demands-afghan-withdrawal-and-washington-panics-but-its-time-to-leave-now/
https://time.com/5919070/afghanistan-how-end-war/
https://www.usip.org/programs/afghanistan-study-group
https://responsiblestatecraft.org/2021/02/16/weapons-biz-bankrolls-experts-pushing-to-extend-afghan-war/
https://www.usip.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/afghanistan_study_group_final_report_a_pathway_for_peace_in_afghanistan.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/Chicago_Summit_Briefings_-_No.3_Afghanistan.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/Chicago_Summit_Briefings_-_No.3_Afghanistan.pdf
https://natowatch.org/sites/default/files/Chicago_Summit_Briefings_-_No.3_Afghanistan.pdf
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intervention, 
meaning that, of 
course, NATO 
and NATO allies 
should always be 
prepared for, 
again, engaging 
in big combat 
operations. But 
in the long term, 
it’s much better 
if we train local 
forces, build 
local security 
institutions, as 
we’re now doing in Iraq and as we will expand 
doing in Iraq in the coming months, because 
local forces, they will, in a more sustainable 
way, be able to stabilise their own country and 
fight the terrorists themselves”. 
 

NATO’s training mission was launched in 2018 
to help the post-conflict development of new 
academies and military schools for its armed 
forces. It was initially limited to the capital, 
Baghdad, and neighbouring Jordan. The 
mission was temporarily suspended in 2020 
after a US drone strike killed Iran’s top general 
at Baghdad airport, provoking the Iraqi 
government. The NATO mission was led by 
Canada for two years, but Denmark is now 
taking over the leadership role.  
 

NATO allies provide support and training for 
Iraqi security forces in different frameworks. In 
addition to its own training mission, NATO is 
also part of the US-led Coalition to Defeat 
Daesh (also known as the Islamic State). Unlike 
the latter coalition, NATO’s training effort does 
not involve combat operations.  
 

Iraq is still emerging from the chaos that 
followed the 2003 US-led invasion that toppled 
Saddam Hussein. After the invasion, the 
temporary US-led administration disbanded 
the Iraqi army and many former soldiers joined 
the insurgency. The Islamic State flourished in 
the anarchy before being removed in 2017 
from much of the Iraqi territory that it once 
held. However, a UN report published in 
August 2020 estimated that more than 10,000 
Islamic State fighters remain active in Iraq and 

Syria, and the 
group claimed 
responsibility for 
a suicide 
bombing in 
January that 
killed at least 32 
people and 
wounded more 
than one 
hundred others.  
 
 
Press conference by 
NATO Secretary 
General Jens 

Stoltenberg after the second day of the Defence Ministers 
meetings, 18 February 2011 – photo credit: NATO 

 
 

 

IDEAS, FEEDBACK, 

SUGGESTIONS? 

 

Ideas, feedback, suggestions? We want to 

hear from you. Please contact us at NATO 

Watch with any news and stories for the 

Observatory, as well as feedback or 

suggestions.   

 
 

 

DONATE NOW PLEASE  

NATO Watch is a small non-profit organisation 

that provides independent oversight and 

analysis of an ever-growing NATO.  But with 

tightly stretched resources we struggle to 

consistently and continually function as an 

effective ‘watchdog’.   

If you share our vision for a transparent and 

accountable NATO please donate whatever you 

can afford to help NATO Watch thrive.  Click on 

the picture below to find out how you can make 

a donation. 

 

 
 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-55760822
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-55760822
http://natowatch.org/contact
http://natowatch.org/contact
http://natowatch.org/donate

